
Back Yard 
 
A newly developed sector that is a 15-minute walk from GC2 featuring the first resin bolted routes in 
Laos. Routes 1 to 7 are bolted with marine grade stainless steel bolts (SS316 / A4) fixed with Hilti 
RE500 epoxy and marine grade stainless steel rap rings. 
 
Approach: Walk from Green Climbers to the main road and turn left in the direction of Thakhek. 
Walk along the road, through the rock cutting and after a short distance; look out for a dirt road on 
the right, next to a group of wooden houses on stilts. Follow the dirt road and once past a house on 
the left, on the right, a trail leads into brush towards the wall. 
 
Shade: until 2pm 
Length: 70m rope required 
Style: vertical to overhanging tufa / wall climbing 
 
1. In through the Out Door F5 15br 30m ☺☺☺☺ 

      FA: Francis Haden, Scott Stewart, Kyle Benay, Jacob Brunning 09/02/2016 
             Bolted by Francis Haden, Jonathan Knipper 
 
At approximately half height there is a cave that connects with the main cave at ground level. A 
separate anchor and 3 bolts inside the cave facilitate rigging for a pull through trip. 
 
2. Peace  F6a 11br 20m ☺☺☺☺ 

       FA: Francis Haden, Donna Kwok, Jacob Brunning 07/02/2016 
 Bolted by Francis Haden 
 
3. The World on Hold F6b 10br 21m ☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺ 

      FA: Francis Haden, Donna Kwok, Jacob Brunning 07/02/2016 
 Bolted by Francis Haden 
 
Excellent climbing on positive holds. 
 
4. Heaven Scent F6b+ 13br 21m ☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺ 

       FA: Francis Haden, Donna Kwok, Jacob Brunning 07/02/2016 
 Bolted by Francis Haden 
 
Follow route 3 past the first bolt but step right and climb up and inside the roof of the cave making 
technical moves to gain a standing position on a tufa ledge. Pull out of the cave and follow an 
increasingly sustained line up the wall above. 
 
5. Wondering Feat  F6b+ 16br 23m ☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺ 

FA: Francis Haden, Donna Kwok, Jacob Brunning 07/02/2016 
 Bolted by Francis Haden 
 
A boulder problem start on the tufa fang leads to the cave ledge and easy climbing through the roof 
above. Once past the lip, move up the technical wall and gain the large tufa that is followed to a 
sustained finish. 
 
 
6. Keep Control F6c+ 17br 26m ☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺ 

FA: Francis Haden, Donna Kwok, Uli Weidner, Tanja Weidner 10/02/2016 
Bolted by Francis Haden 

 
Hard climbing to pass the low bulge but save some energy for the upper section 



 
7. Bruised Shins and Shattered Egos F7a+ 22br 33m ☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺ 

FA: Donna Kwok, Francis Haden 08/02/2016 
Bolted by Francis Haden 

 
An energetic start through the lower roof section leads to a hard bouldery section high on the wall 
above. It is recommended to stick clip the third bolt with a sling to reduce rope drag or unclip the 
initial two bolts once the third bolt is clipped.   
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